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Abstract
Functional electrical stimulation with cuff electrodes involves the controlled injection of current into an
electrically excitable tissue for sensory or motor rehabilitation. Some charge injected during stimulation is
'lost' at the electrode-electrolyte interface when the charge carrier is translated from an electron to an ion in the
solution. The process of charge injection through chemical reactions can reduce electrode longevity and
implant biocompatibility. Conventionally, the excess charge is minimized by complex hardware solutions,
which are often not appropriate for robust long-term implantable solutions. Here, we present a method of
waveform design that minimizes irrecoverable charge during continuous pulsing through the use of biphasic
waveforms with unequally charged phases. We developed an equivalent electrical model of the
electrode-electrolyte impedance based on the electrode's surface chemistry during psuedo-bipolar stimulation
conditions. Simulations with the equivalent circuit determined the uncompensated charge to be a function of
stimulus parameters. In vitro stimulation experiments in saline confirmed that we could preemptively
compensate for the excess charge following biphasic stimulus waveforms. As a result, there was a 92%
reduction in the pre-pulse potential after a pulse train with this new waveform design when compared to
stimulation with conventional biphasic waveforms.

1. Introduction

voltage can account for the resulting voltage drop across its output
terminals.

Stimulation with cuff electrodes has been used as a part of several
neurorehabilitative applications, such as upper and lower limb
prosthetics, diaphragm pacing, bladder control and chronic pain
management [1]. The excitation of the nervous tissue relies on the
injection of charge from the electrode into the extracellular fluid,
where it then migrates toward the nerve and depolarizes the cellular
membranes. The stimulus signal can be realized either by applying a
voltage across the stimulus electrodes ('voltage-mode') or by
injecting a current to flow between them ('current-mode').
Voltage-mode waveforms utilize simpler electronics, but the amount
of charge delivered changes with variations in the electrode-tissue
interface [2]. The result is unknown, and in some cases, a damaging
amount of charge is injected into the tissue. In many clinical
stimulators [3], such as in the FreeHand system [4] and the
Finetech-Brindley systems [5], waveform specifications are
1

1.1. Charge balancing with hardware
The least elaborate stimulator architectures deliver a monophasic
waveform and when in current-mode, the majority of the charge
delivered successfully enters the solution and is available for neural
activation. Limits on charge densities and charge per waveform
pulse can minimize the potentially significant neural injury when
excess current passes through the tissue [6]. However, charge from
the stimulus waveform is 'lost' as a result of the biophysical
processes involved in translating the charge carrier from an electron
to an ion [7]. Charge injection is reversible, and better for
biocompatible stimulation, when current flows through a

Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

defined in the current-mode as current stimulation allows for a
controlled amount of charge injection irrespective of changes in the
electrode-tissue impedance, as long as the stimulator's compliance
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double-layer
capacitance
or
through
the
faradaic
(reduction-oxidation) reactions within a material-specific potential
range [8-10]. Chemical reversibility also requires reaction products
to remain close to or bound to the electrode to ensure initiation of the
backward reaction [9]. However, irreversible surface reactions can
also occur during stimulus pulsing. These alter the surface properties
of the electrode resulting in metal dissolution and adverse
by-products which can damage the surrounding tissue [6, 8]. Failure
to consider the irrecoverable charge at the electrode-electrolyte
interface leads to reduced biocompatibility, shorter implant lifespan
and ultimately cell death. Electrode shorting was incorporated into
monophasic pulse circuitry as a way for the system to passively
balance charge accumulation at the electrode surface. However, its
widespread application is limited because significant time of the
order of 600 ms is required for the successful passive discharge of
the system—lending it impractical for high-frequency neural
blocking waveforms [11-13].
Electrical stimulation waveforms can be 'charge-balanced' to
minimize irreversible faradaic processes. Charge-balanced
waveforms involve the flow of current in one direction and then,
sometimes following a short-time delay, current flow in the opposite
direction [14-16]; this waveform is called a 'biphasic wave'.
Charge-balanced biphasic waveforms have the charge injected
during the first (cathodal or 'excitatory') phase countered by an equal
and oppositely charged amount injected during the second (anodal or
'counterbalancing') phase of the waveform. This waveform design
uses the anodal pulse to reverse the surface processes occurring
during the cathodal pulse. However, extensive studies aimed at
characterizing the platinum surface reveal different reactions
occurring at different applied potentials [6, 8, 9, 11, 17-19]. An
electrochemical study with platinum foil and thin film platinum in
phosphate-buffered saline reports potentials recorded immediately
following cathodal-first biphasic waveform over a range of pulse
durations [20]. The presence of voltage offsets following equally
charged biphasic waveforms shows that the second pulse is not
directly reversing the surface processes from the first pulse because
there are asymmetries in the electrochemical situations under each
waveform phase [8, 21-23]. The need to remove the exact amount of
charge injected led to the use of capacitor-coupled electrodes for
neural stimulation (also called 'passive discharge') [11, 24].
However, a capacitor-coupled strategy is also not well suited for
implantable or multi-channel applications because of the capacitors'
space requirements [11, 25] and the time required for passive charge
dissipation relative to the stimulation period [26].
Active discharge stimulators involve the application of an
opposite polarity current through active circuitry, usually by
replicating the output stage of the current source, rather than through
the polarity reversal of a series capacitor. This approach increases
power, complexity and heavily relies on ideal matching between
devices. Schuttler et al proposed the use of a feedback dc biasing
current calculated according to the electrode potential offset after
each either monophasic or biphasic current pulses [27]. Sooksood et
al [29] introduced an alternative background subtraction circuit
where charge balancing occurs over a series of stimulation cycles.
Finally, a pulse insertion technique can also be used to correct for the
potential offset if the electrode voltage following a biphasic pulse
exceeds a working window for safe charge injection [28]. This was
accomplished by the injection of subthreshold current pulses

following a biphasic waveform to reset the drifting baseline to an
electrochemically acceptable value [29].
1.2. Charge balancing with waveforms
The above-mentioned techniques highlight the damaging potential
of conventional biphasic waveforms. The hardware solutions require
technical precision, additional power and processing time to achieve
biocompatible nerve stimulation. These corrective strategies have
also evolved without integrating any insights from the actual
mechanisms underlying the charge injection processes. An
alternative approach to the 'charge in equals charge out' waveform
theory comes from work in the muscle interfacing field. Here, it is
postulated that waveforms with unequally charged phases offer
improved electrode stability. A study with stainless steel
intramuscular electrodes showed that cathodal-first waveforms with
anodic charge being < 1%, less than the inputted cathodal charge,
had minimal iron dissolution [30]. Scheiner et al further
demonstrated muscle biocompatibility with stainless steel electrodes
under acute intramuscular stimulation with a maximum phasic
imbalance of 50 μΑ[31].
These findings strongly suggest that stimulus waveforms with
phasic charge imbalances applied to the platinum-saline interface
would offer an improved strategy for corrosion control. A
relationship between stimulus parameters and the underlying surface
chemistry would provide an opportunity to re-engineer stimulus
waveforms for minimal charge residues. A charge-imbalanced
protocol with this motivation was advocated in the review by Merrill
et al [7]. In this paper, we aim to demonstrate that the irrecoverable
charge at the electrode-electrolyte interface can be minimized
through the intelligent selection of stimulus parameters. We propose
a method to predict and circumvent the changes to the pre-pulse
potential following a pulse train by using charge-imbalanced
current-mode biphasic waveforms. Surface charge is described
through the use of an equivalent circuit of the electrode-electrolyte
impedance. By taking the irrecoverable charge following simulated
biphasic pulses into account, the anodic phase of the waveform was
adjusted to correct for the predicted charge losses resulting in 92%
reduction in measured changes to the pre-pulse potential following a
10 Hz pulse train. This charge-balancing approach, which we call
'the offset prediction technique', demonstrates that insights from the
electrode-electrolyte interface are significant factors in waveform
construction and should be important design considerations for
future nerve stimulators.

2. Methods
2.1. Stimulus waveforms with equally charged phases
Stimulus waveforms were pieced together using 'building blocks' for
both the cathodal and anodal phases (figure 1).
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10 mm length, were used in this experiment. The cuffs were
fabricated from two 5 ixm layers of polyimide with a 300 nm layer of
platinum (IMTEK, Germany). The contacts had platinum black
deposited on their surface. The electrodes were connected in a
'psuedo-bipolar' configuration such that the outer rings of the
stimulation cuff formed a common anode with the center ring
electrode serving as a cathode. The geometric area of each anode was
6.6 mm2 and the total cathodal area was 1.8 mm2.
2.3. Impedance characterization
Figure 1. Stimulus parameters of a current-mode biphasic
waveform.

The impedance spectrum was collected to determine the surface
response to a constant amplitude signal over a large range of
frequencies. The cuff electrode was connected in the two-terminal
configuration with the center ring as the working electrode and the
short-circuited outer anodes of the cuff as the counter. This
connectivity is consistent with floating psuedo-bipolar stimulation
used for nerve activation. The frequency was swept over a range of
20 Hz-2 MHz at 0 V dc bias with an ac signal amplitude of 5 mV
with an Agilent E4980A LCR Meter in a bicarbonate-buffered
solution (mM): 112.0 NaCl, 2.0 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2-2H2O, 2.4 NaHCO3
[33]. This frequency range contained the waveform harmonics for a
rectangular pulse shape with the above-mentioned parameters
(subsection 2.1) as obtained using a fast Fourier transform of the
recorded voltage waveform.
The equivalent circuit model was based on Kovacs' description
of the surface [34]. The model was fitted to the impedance spectra to
reflect four surface features: the double layer capacitance, the charge
transfer resistance, the Warburg diffusion and the bulk resistance of
the solution. The presence of two active surfaces was accounted for
in the selection of equivalent electrical components. Preliminary
model fitting was completed with ZViewTM software. Once a
reasonable network of resistors and capacitance was identified,
unweighted least-squares regression in Matlab® determined the
individual component values for the impedance equation.

The user specified the pulse parameters for cathodal amplitude (Istim)
and duration (d1), biphasic ratio (BR) for the autocalculation of the
amplitude ( I dis) and the duration ( d 2) of the anodic discharge pulse.
Under conditions of equal charge injection for both waveform
phases, the parameters of the discharge pulse were calculated
according to the biphasic ratio given a specified Istim and d1 (2).
Cathodal amplitudes tested were 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 mA and pulse
durations were 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 ms. These were initially selected
according to the manufacturer's information on safe limits for charge
injection capacities and were later confirmed to be sufficient for
nerve activation by a preliminary electrophysiology experiment on a
Xenopus sciatic nerve. There was a brief pause (fixed at 0.1 ms) in
between the two waveform phases to allow for spike initiation [32].
In these experiments, the biphasic ratio was set to 1 (for a symmetric
biphasic waveform), 2,4,5, 8 and 10 to investigate whether pulse
shape influenced charge lost at the interface. When working with
rectangular cathodal-first waveforms, it is a common practice to
select waveforms with greater biphasic ratios for reducing platinum
dissolution [9]:
2.2. Electrodes

2.4. Waveform simulations

(1)

Current-mode waveforms with the parameters mentioned in
subsection 2.1 were simulated in the PSPICE® environment.
Voltage across electrodes (Velectrode(t); figure 2(b)) and the
Symmetric tripolar cuff electrodes, with 2.5 mm inner diameter and

Figure 2. Surface impedance of unbiased platinum black electrodes in a two-terminal configuration within a cuff electrode. (a) Cole-Cole plot; (b) equivalent
electrical model of the metal-saline interface indicating the recording site of Velectrode ( t ) '
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capacitive subcurrents over time (/cap,„(0) were determined for one
stimulation period (e.g. 100 ms). The charge at the
electrode-electrolyte interface following a biphasic waveform
(2irrecoverable) was calculated according to (3). This variable reflected
the collective influence of current sourcing and sinking, as well as
the natural relaxation of the interfacial processes during the
interphasic delay. In theory, adjustments to the charge per phase
could occur to both the cathodal and anodal phases, but in practice,
we have chosen to alter the charge per phase for a single pulse (i.e.
the anodal phase), which compensates for the net amount of
irrecoverable charge produced during both phases of the stimulus
waveform. Waveforms with equally charged phases were also
compared according to their shape's charge recovery (4). Percentage
charge recovery described how well the countering pulse recovered
the charge injected during the first pulse:
(3)

Table 1. Fitted values for the platinum black-saline interface.
Rs = 190.8 Ω.

Working electrode
Counter electrode

Cdl (nF)

Rct (Ω)

1024.4
0.5143

135.3
245.1

3.981
2.7

0.268
18.99

transitioned to the capacitive forces as the frequency was increased
beyond 35 kHz. The semi-circle in the Cole-Cole plot means that
reaction kinetics were the limiting factor under these conditions. The
presence of a single semi-circle in a two-terminal impedance
recording indicated that the relative size of the counter surface was
not significantly larger than the working surface [36]. This suggested
that the surface of the shorted anodes cannot be ignored when
constructing the equivalent impedance model. Surface processes at
the two electroactive surfaces guided the selection and arrangement
of equivalent electrical components. Kovacs' description of the
electrode-electrolyte interface was applied to each surface and fit to
the measured impedance spectrum (R2 = 0.999) [34]. The component
values listed in table 1 were implemented into a PSPICE® version of
the circuit model shown in figure 2(b) for system-level simulations.
The purpose of the model in this charge-balancing study was
twofold. First, it must account for the observed impedances of
platinum black in the bicarbonate buffer solution. Good agreement
was found between voltage waveforms in saline and simulations
over waveform samples with a range of stimulus parameters (mean
R2 value ± std; 0.98 ± 0.022, n = 54). Simulated waveforms were
compared to measured voltage transients in figure 3. These samples
were selected because they demonstrate the model's accuracy at
waveform reconstruction for a lower amplitude, shorter duration
waveform as well as higher amplitude, longer duration pulse.

(2)
where t is the termination of biphasic waveform with equally
charged phases.

2.5. Stimulation
experiments in saline
The voltage traces collected in physiological saline were used to
validate the fitted circuit by comparing the simulated system
response against experimental saline recordings over a range of
stimulus conditions appropriate for nerve stimulation. The system
consisted
of
a
software-controlled
automated
stimulation-and-recording module previously described in [35].
Waveforms were configured according to the user-specified
parameters and loaded to an ac programmable current generator with
a floating triax output (Keithley® 6221). The voltage across the
electrodes during bipolar stimulation was recorded at 40 kHz
through a data acquisition module (NI DAQPad® 6015). Recordings
were collected for 2.5 and 30 s intervals with a 2 min pause to allow
the electrode voltage to return toward its open circuit potential. The
control software then updated the stimulus parameters and the
process was repeated until responses to all waveforms were saved
for post-processing analysis. The voltage offset (yoffset) was
computed as the difference between the pre-pulse potentials at the
beginning and the end of a 10 Hz pulse train. The verification of the
equivalent impedance model was by a statistical comparison of
experimental and simulated Vdectrode(t) waveforms.

3.2. Parameter-dependent trends
The second requirement for a model in our application was that it
served as a transformation between current-mode parameters and the
resulting surface processes observed during a waveform. The
surface impedance was used to understand charge injection
mechanisms at the electrode-electrolyte interface during a stimulus
pulse. The measured waveforms revealed a notable difference
between pre-pulse potentials following the initial 2.5 s of stimulus
pulsing. The baseline voltage ramped-down during pulsing with
cathodal-first waveforms with a dependence on the cathodal
amplitude (figure 4). Simulations over a longer time course (i.e.
>100 ms) did not develop the change in pre-pulse potential observed
in the measured data following continuous pulsing. This limitation
showed that replicating the biophysical phenomena leading to the
charge build-up

3. Results
3.1. Simulations ofthe electrode-electrolyte interface
The impedance spectrum revealed several surface processes
occurring at the electrode surfaces. Diffusion and charge-transfer
reactions dominated the low-frequency surface impedance as
indicated by the tail at 45° in the Cole-Cole plot (figure 2(a)). At
lower frequencies, reactions were able to proceed to completion with
minimal diffusional loss of products, which were required for the
reversible surface reactions. The dominant surface process
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Figure 3. Comparison of measured and simulated voltage waveforms over the entire range of stimulus parameters used in this study. Traces here show (a) 100
μΑ, 100 ^sand BR =1(R2 = 0.986); (b) 1 mA, 1 ms and BR = 10 (R2 = 0.971).

Figure 4. The change in pre-pulse potentials for the cathodal pulse durations of 100 μs, 500 μs and 1 ms at amplitudes of (a) 100 μΑ; (b) 500 μΑ and (c) 1
mA. Differences were calculated after 2.5 s of 10 Hz pulsing.

Figure 5. Charge lost at the metal-saline interface for cathodal pulse durations of 100 μs, 500 μs and 1 ms at amplitudes of (a) 100 μΑ; (b) 500 μΑ and (c) 1
mA. The irrecoverable charge was calculated according to equation (3).

during continuous pulsing proved to be beyond the scope of this
model. The model's accuracy over a single cycle allowed us to
examine the subcurrent flow through the electrical components
representing the different surface processes. The four capacitive
features of the interface were charged during the application of the
cathodal pulse. However, the fixed interphasic delay of 100 μs
allowed for the fast discharge of the double-layer capacitances and
further dissipation through the slower reversible processes [37, 38].
At the onset of the anodic pulse, the amount of charge required to
counter the changes during the first pulse was no longer equal to the
initial amount injected (i.e. Q1). Thus, application of a second pulse
with the same charge/phase as the first caused charge to remain at the
capacitors depending on the mismatching impedances of the possible
current paths within the equivalent circuit. This amount of
irrecoverable charge proved to depend on the cathodal amplitude
(figure 5) and, as expected, mirrored the trend found in figure 4. The
charge recovery findings in figure 6 showed that recovery was not
dependent on the cathodal amplitude, but was loosely correlated to
the pulse duration and biphasic ratio. Longer pulse durations with
larger biphasic ratios had the best recovery at 98% (figure 6(c)).
Improved recovery with an increased biphasic ratio was also noted
for the pulse duration of 0.5 ms (figure 6(b)). However, the opposite

trend was observed with the shortest pulse width (d1 = 0.1 ms, figure
6(a)). Its highest recovery rates were at
90% for BR = 1 and 92% for BR = 5 with Istim = 0.1 mA.

3.3. Charge-balancing waveforms
The circuit model served as a tool for mapping surface conditions to
features of the input signals assuming a static nonlinear description
of the interface. This association builds the framework for successful
charge balancing based on safe and reversible interfacial processes.
The most accurate integration of electrochemical insights into the
waveform design for preempting charge accumulation would require
predictions based on an equivalent model with adapting component
values. However, derivation of such a model is out of the scope of
this analysis. Rather, we will accept the limitations of the static
model and assume a constant description of the metal-saline
interface for the purpose of waveform design.
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Figure 6. Pulse width dependence of the amount of charge recovered by the second phase relative to the amount injected during the first pulse. The traces
shown here were for cathodal pulse durations of 100 μs, 500 μs and 1 ms at amplitudes of (a) 100 μΑ; (b) 500 μAand (c) 1 mA. Waveforms in these
simulations had equally charged phases.

We worked under the assumption that changes in the pre-pulse
potentials during a pulse train were created by the culmination of
charge losses due to the individual pulses. Equally charged biphasic
waveforms were simulated and the charge remaining in the system
was computed according to (3). This amount was then used to
construct new waveforms by correcting for the charge losses during
a single stimulation cycle. The goal being that a biphasic waveform
with the proper charge compensation would produce a pulse train
with minimal change in pre-pulse potentials over an extended
recording (i.e. Voffset -> 0 V). The excess interfacial charge was
eliminated by an appropriate adjustment to the anodal charge
amount for the development of biphasic waveforms with unequally
charged phases. The duration of the anodal pulse was changed
according to the predicted polarity of the simulated Q irrecoverable. We
call this method of waveform design 'the offset prediction
technique'. Waveforms were constructed in a manner similar to the
equally charged waveforms in which the user specified the cathodal
amplitude, duration and the biphasic amplitude ratio. The anodic
duration was calculated using the values in figure 5 according to

but with the same cathodal parameters as the waveform in figure
7(a), effectively compensated for its charge residues (figure 7(b)).
Both waveforms in figures 7(a) and (b) demonstrated interference at
0.7-1 Hz. As this was present in both measurements, it has the same
effect on the dc offset (or the remaining charge) and therefore does
not affect the effectiveness of the method. Waveforms constructed
with unequally charge phases had a 92% reduction ( n = 20) in the
difference between pre-pulse potentials following a 30 s, 10 Hz
pulse train compared to waveforms with equally charged phases.
The experimentally determined Q2 values showed strong agreement
(R2 = 0.95, n = 27) with the theoretically calculated Q2 values from
the equivalent impedance model over a range of stimulus parameters
(figure 8). Simulated results better matched the measured results for
shorter pulse durations and larger biphasic ratios.

4. Discussion
Cathodal-first biphasic waveforms were defined according to their
amplitude, duration and biphasic ratio. A notable rise in the
difference between pre-pulse potentials following a period of
continuous pulsing occurred with increasing the cathodal amplitude
(figure 4). This is expected because as the potential moves away
from its open circuit potential, charge injection occurs through
irreversible processes [39]. Without the ability to directly measure
the charge lost at the interface, we used the change in pre-pulse
potentials following a biphasic waveform

(4)
where

An experimental comparison of conventional equally charged
stimulus pulses with unequally charged waveforms constructed
according to the offset prediction technique is shown in figure 7.
Stimulation in a saline bath with the equally charged biphasic
waveforms resulted in a significant change in pre-pulse potentials, as
indicated by the net voltage offset of 530 mV over a 30 s recording
(figure 7(a)). However, a waveform with unequally charged phases,
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Figure 7. Stimulation tests in a bicarbonate buffer solution comparing the voltage across the electrodes for a biphasic waveform with equally charged
phases (a) and one with unequally charged phases determined according to the offset prediction technique (b). Both waveforms had a cathodal
amplitude of 1 mA with a pulse duration of 100 μs and BR = 10 (frequency = 10 Hz).

Figure 8. Comparison of measured (filled symbols) with simulated (unfilled symbols) anodal charge amounts required for a minimal change in pre-pulse
potential over a 30 s recording. Traces here show the values for pulse durations of 100 μs, 500 μs and 1 ms at cathodal amplitudes of (a) 100 μΑ; (b) 500 μΑ
and (c) 1 mA.

as an indicator of the charge in the system [20]. The metal-saline
interface was measured and modeled with an equivalent electrical
network reflecting the electrochemical mechanisms of charge
injection (figures 2(a) and (b)). Parameter selection for waveforms
with equally charged phases was optimized for minimal charge
accumulation by simulating the voltage across the electrode during a
biphasic waveform. Similar to the parameter-dependent trend in

figure 4, we found that simulated charge amounts were also
correlated with the cathodal amplitude (figure 5). Interestingly
though, biphasic waveforms with increased pulse duration and
increased biphasic ratio had lower amounts of residual charge per
amount of charge injected (figure 6). Single pulse analysis reported
elsewhere showed that longer cathodal pulse did
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not necessarily cause less surface damage [37, 38]. Rather, longer
pulse widths (50-1000 μs) have a slight increase in unrecoverable
charge with higher charge densities for pulse-clamped platinum
electrodes [37, 38]. This leads us to believe that the improved charge
recovery is due to the effects of the counterbalancing pulse. The
biphasic ratio was included in this analysis because it allows us to
quantify how effective the shape of the counterbalancing pulse is at
correcting the effects of the cathodal pulse. A larger biphasic ratio
means that the amplitude of the second pulse is lower and the
duration is longer. In effect, this would pull the voltage generated by
the cathodal pulse toward the range closer to its open circuit
potential. The larger the biphasic ratio, the less likely the potential
will overshoot its open circuit value. Electrode corrosion is
minimized the longer this lower amplitude countering pulse is
applied because faradaic reactions associated with overshooting the
open circuit potential are reduced. However, as the potential is
returning from its cathodal peak toward its open circuit value,
additional faradaic reactions can occur. These can act to reverse
those driven during the up-sweep, if given sufficient time at the
required reaction potential and if the initial products have remained
close to the electrode surface. Otherwise, irreversible reactions can
occur and lead to electrode damage. In general, further recruitment
of faradaic reactions, reversible or irreversible, during the downward
sweep of a biphasic voltage waveform is unavoidable. While we
have presented evidence that the careful design of biphasic
waveforms can minimize the difference between the pre-pulse pulse
potentials following extended pulsing, there is an intrinsic cost
associated with this method.
Waveforms with unequally charged phases assume that there is
a finite amount of charge which can be added to an individual
waveform such that it will produce a charge-balanced pulse train.
During the application of the first pulse, the potential at the central
(cathodal) surface drives electrochemical reactions that consume
charge through platinum reduction, H-plating and H2 evolution [8].
The anodal surfaces experience an electrochemical situation at the
opposite end of the voltage range, where charge injection occurs
through platinum oxidation and O2 evolution [8]. During the second
phase of the applied current-mode signal, the biphasic ratio
determines the extent of the pulse's countering processes. The
cathode will experience anodic reactions and the anode will
experience cathodic reactions. It follows that, with phasic
imbalances, each surface will experience either more or less of the
countering reactions depending on the polarity of the predicted
compensation. McHardy et al [30] reasoned that these charge offsets
increase the availability of products for reaction reversal when they
would have otherwise been lost to diffusion processes during a
waveform with equally charged phases. They presented the concept
of 'cathodal protection' from a 'sacrificial anode'. Here, the
countering reactions on the anode allow for a slight charge build-up
on its surface in order to prevent damage at the cathodal surface.
Within our measurement system, we analyzed the differential
voltage across the electrodes because it was more appropriate for our
purposes. The effects at an individual surface arecompounded into
an indicatorofsystem stability in a manner well suited for monitoring
during clinical implementation. We investigated the effect of small
changes in the system on the system's behavior as a whole, making it
difficult to identify single surface subtleties. As a result, these slight
surface imbalances created a minimal difference in pre-pulse

potential following a pulse train. Within this situation, the benefit of
biphasic waveforms with unequally charged phases arises from its
capability to correct the damaging trends observed with conventional
waveforms.
An equivalent model provides the opportunity to describe and
predict the associated impedance states under a variety of stimulus
conditions relevant to nerve activation. Its predictions are based only
on the electrical approximations of the electrochemical mechanisms
of charge injection. The inherent limitations of such a strategy
explain why our simulations are accurate over a single stimulation
cycle rather than a continuous pulse train [8, 22]. It must be noted
that surface conditions encountered during a single pulse are much
different than those occurring during a steady-state pulse train.
However, the value of integrating single-pulse predictions based on
the static model of the interface into a waveform design for
continuous pulsing can be improved to better represent pulse-train
conditions. If the surface impedance were periodically resampled
and the model's RC components were updated on a much shorter
time scale than 30 s, then the single-pulse simulations could better
reflect the potentials driving the interfacial processes during a pulse
train. The method of waveform design with unequally charged
phases along with insights from interfacial simulations highlight that
irrecoverable charge can be appropriately accounted for by
exploiting the natural interfacial features of charge injection without
the addition of advanced hardware or controls.
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